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If the Helmholtz equation is simply separable, v = U\u) • U\u2) ■ U3(u3),
and the three separation equations are + <4)
where a, are the separation constants and $,,■ are the elements of the Stackel matrix [1] . Simple separability of the Helmholtz equation occurs in the confocal quadric systems of Eisenhart [6] . Apparently, these eleven coordinate systems exhaust the possibilities for the Helmholtz equation. If k = 0, however, we have the Laplace equation, which is ii-separable [1] in a number of additional coordinates. The separation equations are again given by Eq. (4), but in place of Eq. 
The only inseparable coordinates that give promise of practical applications are those having considerable symmetry. They include toroidal coordinates, bispherical coordinates, and the four systems based on elliptic functions [7] . We include the rotation cyclides of Bocher [5] but deliberately omit his asymmetric cyclides as being too complex for use in physics and engineering.
In this paper, therefore, we shall consider the separation equations for the following coordinate systems: I. Systems [8] 
Zeta coordinates (J6C)
Bocher equations.
Except for one trivial case**, all the separation equations of field theory are second-order, linear differential equations that can be written in the form S+f + «<s) z -°' ® where P and Q are rational functions of z. We now introduce the restriction [10] that
where rrii and I are positive integers. The equation has n singular points, which occur at z = ai , a2 , • • • a"_a , <». The orders of the poles are m, , m2 , -mn^ ; and the order of the pole at °° is equal to the greater of two integers giving the orders of [2z -z2P{z)\ and z4Q(z) for z -> °°. The total order of the poles is h = 53". Equations defined by (5) and (6) are called Bdcher equations. They are all obtainable from B6cher prototypes; but it seems simpler to define them directly by Eq. (6) than to employ the rather round-about method used by Bdcher and Ince [2] . The direct approach also leads to a convenient method of classification [10] in terms of n instead of h.
A Bdcher equation may be specified by writing a sequence of integers representing the orders of the poles. The equation given by (5) and (6) is specified as {rrii , m2
■ m«-i , m"], where mn is the order of the pole at °°. The final integer mn holds a privileged position: it must not be moved; though the other integers may be interchanged at will. It can be shown [10] that all these simple cases that occur in field theory reduce to the equations {04} and {01}. We stipulate that if a set of B6eher equations are equivalent, the specification of the set shall be that having smallest h and smallest n. 
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constants to be zero. They include also the equations obtained by separation of the vector Helmholtz equation [11] in the 5 coordinate systems in which this procedure has been shown to be possible. The distinct separation equations are designated in Table 1 and written in detail in " n dp + rdF + l9 ~7)z = 0' Z = AJv{qz) + BYv(qz). 
